FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
TEG’s ReadyLXP product recognized as a 2021 Cool Tools Finalist
TEG listed by EdTech Digest among the nation’s best and brightest innovators!
TEG’s learning experience platform for teachers, ReadyLXP, was named a Finalist in the 2021 Cool
Tools Awards from EdTech Digest.
Celebrating its 11th year, the Digest’s program is the largest recognition program in all of
education technology, recognizing the biggest names in edtech – and those who soon will be.
“The worldwide pandemic put education and training to the test, but remote learning and
working—in many unexpected ways—ultimately brought us closer,” said Victor Rivero, who as
Editor-in-Chief of EdTech Digest, oversees the program.
ReadyLXP is a platform designed exclusively to make sustained, job-embedded professional
development easier and more sustainable for school districts nationwide. “We have been
working with teachers and supporting their professional development through technology for
more than 14 years. With ReadyLXP, we’ve put all of our experience and knowledge into a
simple, easy-to-use mobile platform that supports the competency-building work at the heart of
all great professional development,” said Hugh Norwood, Founder and President of Trinity
Education Group.
While a new and innovative product, ReadyLXP is already in use by districts and state education
agencies throughout the United States to support the professional development of educators.
“ReadyLXP is field-tested and proven,” adds Lauren Little, TEG’s CEO of K-12 programs. “The
research says mentoring and coaching is the clearest path to helping teachers achieve excellence
in the classroom. And an effective teacher is the most important factor in a child’s academic
success outside of their home environment.”
About ReadyLXP and TEG
TEG is an award-winning provider of educational technology solutions for states and large
districts. With the creation and implementation of ReadyLXP, TEG has supported the
improvement of effective teacher practice for thousands of educators throughout the United
States.
For further information about TEG, visit TEGtech.io
For further information about ReadyLXP, visit ReadyLXP.com

About EdTech Awards
The EdTech Awards were established in 2010 to recognize, acknowledge, and celebrate the most
exceptional innovators, leaders, and trendsetters in education technology.
Past winners include Claned, Soundtrap, Blackboard, Discovery Education, DreamBox Learning,
Edmodo, Edthena, Flipgrid, Freshgrade, Promethean, Scholastic, Schoology, SMART Technologies
and more.
This year’s finalists and winners were narrowed from the larger field and judged based on
various criteria, including: pedagogical workability, efficacy and results, support, clarity, value
and potential.
Further information about The EdTech Awards is available here:
https://edtechdigest.com/

